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police, the insurance benefits would again be
due. Despite so many unexpected troubles with
mullahs, he stays true to his goal. Under the nose
of the secret police, in a three-phase plan of
breath-taking action, Cyrus, and his Iranian
friends try to remove the family coat of arms and
sneak it out of Iran; an almost impossible action.
An authentic, exciting novel from the realm of
the Mullahs.

Mission to Tehran-Robert E. Huyser 1986 This
book presents the complete and dramatic
account of Deputy Commander of NATO, General
Robert Huyser's secret mission to Tehran in 1979
to see if the Shah's regime could be saved, or a
military successor arranged

Mission to Tehran- 1968

Mission in Tehran-Hassan M.M. Tabib
2016-09-09 Cyrus Salaar a German citizen, works
for an insurance company in Hamburg. His
employer orders him to go to Tehran, the country
of his birth, in order to verify the authenticity of
the death certificate of a young Iranian
policyholder. He is supposed to have a car
accident in Tehran. The insurance company
suspects fraud. Cyrus’s private interest in taking
this dangerous trip is to retrieve the family coat
of arms, which had to be left behind as his family
fled Iran. He wants to give it to his mother for
her 70th birthday. The coat of arms hangs on the
entrance gate to his parents’ home, an old villa
that the secret police took over after the
revolution. During his investigation in Tehran it
turns out that the supposedly dead policyholder
is alive, lives somewhere in Germany; he out to
be a terrorist hunted by the Iranian authorities.
One of the most feared members of the Iranian
Secret Police wants Cyrus to give him the
suspected terrorist’s address. Cyrus refuses. He
knows Iranian agents in Germany would liquidate
the young man. That would not only be inhuman
but also absolutely opposed his order. With an
assassination by agent of the Iranian secret
police, the insurance benefits would again be
due. Despite so many unexpected troubles with
mullahs, he stays true to his goal. Under the nose

Mission in Tehran-Hassan M.M. Tabib
2016-09-21 Cyrus Salaar, a German citizen,
works for an insurance company in Hamburg. His
employer orders him to go to Tehran, the country
of his birth, in order to verify the authenticity of
the death certificate of a young Iranian
policyholder. He is supposed to have a car
accident in Tehran. The insurance company
suspects fraud. Cyrus’s private interest in taking
this dangerous trip is to retrieve the family coat
of arms, which had to be left behind as his family
fled Iran. He wants to give it to his mother for
her 70th birthday. The coat of arms hangs on the
entrance gate to his parents’ home, an old villa
that the secret police took over after the
revolution. During his investigation in Tehran it
turns out that the supposedly dead policyholder
is alive, lives somewhere in Germany; he out to
be a terrorist hunted by the Iranian authorities.
One of the most feared members of the Iranian
Secret Police wants Cyrus to give him the
suspected terrorist’s address. Cyrus refuses. He
knows Iranian agents in Germany would liquidate
the young man. That would not only be inhuman
but also absolutely opposed his order. With an
assassination by agent of the Iranian secret
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of the secret police, in a three-phase plan of
breath-taking action, Cyrus, and his Iranian
friends try to remove the family coat of arms and
sneak it out of Iran; an almost impossible action.
An authentic, exciting novel from the realm of
the Mullahs.

Oil and the Killing of the American Consul
in Tehran-Mohammad Gholi Majd 2006 Oil and
the Killing of the American Consul in Tehran
explores the Anglo-American tensions over the
control of oil in Iraq and Persia after WWI and
the impact of American Vice-Consul Robert
Imbrie's murder. Using evidence from U.S. State
Department documents, this detailed work
argues that Imbrie was the victim of a conspiracy
aimed at consolidating British power in the
region.

The Tehran Documents-Aqil Hyder Hasan
Abidi 1988

Our Man in Tehran-Robert Wright 2011-01-11
For the true story behind Argo, read Our Man in
Tehran The world watched with fear in
November 1979, when Iranian students
infiltrated and occupied the American embassy in
Tehran. The Americans were caught entirely by
surprise, and what began as a swift and
seemingly short-lived takeover evolved into a
crisis that would see fifty-four embassy personnel
held hostage, most for 444 days. As Tehran
exploded in a fury of revolution, six American
diplomats secretly escaped. For three months,
Ken Taylor, the Canadian ambassador to
Iran—along with his wife and embassy
staffers—concealed the Americans in their
homes, always with the prospect that the
revolutionary government of Ayatollah Khomeini
would exact deadly consequences. The United
States found itself handcuffed by a fractured,
fundamentalist government it could not
understand and had completely underestimated.
With limited intelligence resources available on
the ground and anti-American sentiment
growing, President Carter turned to Taylor to
work with the CIA in developing their exfiltration
plans. Until now, the true story behind Taylor’s
involvement in the escape of the six diplomats
and the Eagle Claw commando raid has remained
classified. In Our Man in Tehran, Robert Wright
takes us back to a major historical flashpoint and
unfolds a story of cloak-and-dagger intrigue that
brings a new understanding of the strained
relationship between the Unites States and Iran.
With the world once again focused on these two
countries, this book is the stuff of John le Carré
and Daniel Silva made real.

Translations on Near East and North Africa1974

Nest of Spies-Amir Taheri 1988

Camden Third Series- 1934

Mission for Peace-William E. Warne 1956
Twelve-year-old Esther Atoolik tells of the last
winter her people spent on King Island, Alaska,
in the early 1960's.

Night in Tehran-Philip Kaplan 2020-11-24
Based on historic events, and frighteningly
relevant to today's headlines -- a taut thriller
about one American diplomat’s year of living
dangerously in Tehran in the days leading up to
the Iranian Revolution … In the style of Alan
Furst, this suspenseful thriller -- based on real
events -- places an idealistic American diplomat
in a turbulent, US-hating Tehran in the days
leading up to the Iranian Revolution. Backed by
the CIA, and trailed by a beautiful and engaging
French journalist he suspects is a spy, David
Weiseman's mission is to ease the Shah of Iran
out of power and find the best alternative
between the military, religious extremists, and
the political ruling class -- many of whom are
simultaneously trying to kill him.

The Shah, the Islamic Revolution and the
United States-Darioush Bayandor 2018-12-02
The Islamic Revolution in 1979 transformed
Iranian society and reshaped the political
landscape of the Middle East. Four decades later,
Darioush Bayandor draws upon heretofore
untapped archival evidence to reexamine the

The History of the Tehran Mission in Persia1904

Tehran Mission-R. R. Wright 2008-09-12
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complex domestic and international dynamics
that led to the Revolution. Beginning with the
socioeconomic transformation of the 1960s, this
book follows the Shah’s rule through the 1970s,
tracing the emergence of opposition movements,
the Shah’s blunders and miscalculations, the
influence of the post-Vietnam zeitgeist and the
role of the Carter administration. The Shah, the
Islamic Revolution and the United States offers
new revelations about how Iran was thrown into
chaos and an ailing ruler lost control, with
consequences that still reverberate today.

I Love Usa-Pedram 2019-11-18 I LOVE USA is
about my life, and explains about my past seventy
years history. This book shows about the living
on IRAN during the three different periods, the
best time of Shah's monarchy, the Islamic
Revolution, and the hard life after Revolution. I
LOVE USA is about how a genius man tried to
use his knowledge to upgrade his country for the
best condition possible, and why he moved to
USA instead to choose another country. The
extraordinary event of an Architect on a religious
country makes me as a genius to an unbelievable
man that's upsets of lives. On conclusion this is
USA that gives me the opportunity to be someone
special and makes me a new human generation
in my life. This is the causes that I always say I
LOVE USA.

Britain and Iran 1790-1980-Denis Wright 2003

Mission to Iran-William Sullivan 1981-11-01
Ambassador Sullivan tells of his many meetings
with the shah and gives a unique insight into the
character, the moods, and the motivations of that
complicated man. He explores the political,
economic, and social backgrounds of the
opposition to the shah, and in doing so shows us
the force of Islam in Iranian society and the flat
impossibility of the shah's attempts to
industrialize the country. Other highlights of this
eminently readable narrative include the General
Huyser mission, which Washington mindlessly
thought could reverse a revolution that was all
but completed, the evacuation of 35,000
American citizens from a country in turmoil, and
the destructive seizure of the embassy compound
in February 1979, a full nine months before the
taking of the hostages.The policy
recommendations that Sullivan made to
Washington during the Iranian crisis were
rejected by President Carter and Zbigniew
Brzezinski in favor of policies that seemed, then
as now, unrealistic. This account is valuable not
only as a record of recent history, but as an
example of how United States national interests
can be damaged by the absence of clear,
informed leadership in the White House.

Iran Almanac and Book of Facts- 1967

The Middle East- 2005 For more than twentyfive years, The Middle East has met the needs of
students, professors, and researchers seeking to
understand the Middle East, an area of profound
economic, political, and cultural significance.
This classic work provides a balanced,
informative, and readable examination of the
many complex and controversial issues that make
the Middle East so important as well as so
volatile. This tenth edition presents recent
political and economic developments , along with
the necessary historical context, concerning the
Arab-Israeli conflict, U.S. foreign policy, the
Persian Gulf region, Middle Eastern oil and gas,
and the many facets of Islam. It also provides
country profiles featuring historical and political
events; country, regional, and thematic maps;
and up-to-date charts, tables, and chronologies
as well as an update bibliography.

Argo-Antonio Mendez 2012-10-25 Argo by
Antonio Mendez and Matt Baglio - the
declassified CIA story behind the Oscar-winning
film WINNER OF 'BEST PICTURE' AT THE
ACADEMY AWARDS, THE BAFTAS AND THE
GOLDEN GLOBES Tehran, November 1979.
Militant students stormed the American embassy
and held sixty Americans captive for a gruelling
444 days. But until now the CIA has never
revealed the twist to the Iran Hostage Crisis: six
Americans escaped. The escape plot was run by
Antonio Mendez, head of the CIA's extraction
team and a master of disguise. Mendez came up

Daily Report- 1985-04

The Parliamentary Debates (Hansard).-Great
Britain. Parliament. House of Lords 1988

Echo of Islam- 1994-08
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with an idea so daring and potentially foolish that
it seemed destined for Hollywood... and indeed it
was. He invented a fake sci-fi film called 'Argo'
(from the actual name of the CIA mission, a
reference to Jason and the Argonauts). After
announcing the production to the movie industry,
Mendez put together a team of real 1970s
Hollywood actors, directors and producers along with covert CIA officers. They would travel
to revolutionary Iran under a foreign film visa,
and while 'scouting locations' throughout the
country they would track down the six Americans
who were hiding out. After giving them false
identities as part of the film crew, they would
spirit them back across the border. One part
'Ocean's 11' and another part 'Black Hawk
Down', Mendez's mind-bogglingly complicated
and risky gamble paid off: each escapee was
extracted without a shot being fired. Mendez is
considered one of the greatest officers in CIA
history. The story of this, his greatest mission,
has never been told. Now an acclaimed film
directed by and starring Ben Affleck, with Bryan
Cranston, Alan Arkin and John Goodman' Antonio
Mendez was cited by Richard Clarke as one of
the top two or three CIA agents in history. His
He received the Intelligence Star for his rescue
of six Americans from revolutionary Iran, and has
received the CIA's Intelligence Medal of Merit
and the Trailblazer Medallion. He continues to
consult for the CIA. He and his wife, also a famed
agent, were technical consultants on the
television series 'The Agency' and founding board
members of the International Spy Museum in
Washington. Matt Baglio is the author of the New
York Times bestseller The Rite: The Making of a
Modern Exorcist. His writing appears regularly
in the Daily Mail and the Associated Press.

... Upon his return to the United States in 1946,
Millspaugh ... accused the State Department of
withdrawing its support of his mission in midsummer 1944, in deference to the opposition of
the Russians and pro-Russian Iranians ... This
study ... seeks to investigate Millspaugh's
charges against the Department"--Preface.

Tehran Workers' Training Center. A Joint
Effort of Ministry of Labor and the United
States Operations Mission to Iran-United
States. United States Operations Mission to Iran
1962

Diplomacy and Murder in Tehran-Laurence
Kelly 2002 When the Tehran mob broke into the
Russian embassy and murdered its diplomats, the
dead toll included one of the most brilliant and
promising stars in the early 19th-century Russian
literary and political firmament: Alexander
Griboyedov. In this first biography of Griboyedov
in English, Laurence Kelly paints a vivid picture
of his remarkable literary and diplomatic gifts
which were nevertheless overshadowed by
tragedy. His book makes an invaluable
contribution to the diplomatic history of Russia,
the Caucasus, and Iran, while at the same time
shedding much new light on the life and works of
a writer and diplomat of considerable
importance.

Unterdrückung und politische Prozesse im
Iran-Nuri Albala 1972

Tehran Blues-Kaveh Basmenji 2005 More than
two decades after their parents rose up against
the Shah's excesses, increasing numbers of
young Iranians risk jail at the hands of religious
paramilitaries roughly their own age, for things
their counterparts in the West take for granted:
wearing makeup, slow dancing at parties,
holding hands with members of the opposite sex.
Every day anxious parents queue at courthouses
to bail out sons and daughters who have been
detained for 'moral crimes'. Kaveh Basmenji, who
spent his own youth amidst the turbulence of the
Islamic Revolution, argues that Iran's youth are
in near-open revolt for want of greater freedoms,
in furious defiance of the mullahs and their brand
of sombre religiosity. Through candid interviews
with young people, and in a careful assessment
of Iran today (including a special chapter on the

Iran- 2002 Vols. for 1963- include the Director's
report, 1961/62-

Trade and Industry- 1975

The Mission of Arthur C. Millspaugh to Iran,
1943-1945-James Arthur Thorpe 1973 "In an
attempt to enlist the support of the United States
and to strengthen Iran's administrative structure,
the Iranians during the first half of the twentieth
century hired three American financial missions,
the members of which were not connected
officially with the United States government.
Arthur C. Millspaugh headed two of the missions
mission-to-tehran
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implications of the recent election to the
presidency of hardliner Mahmoud Ahmadinejad),
Basmenji gets to the heart of the matter: What do
Iran's youth want, and how far are their elders
prepared to go to accommodate them?

Broadcasting Corporation. Monitoring Service
1972-04

Index to the Correspondence of the Foreign
Office for the Year-Great Britain. Foreign Office
1969

Symposium on Tax Administration, Held in
Tehran, Iran, March 6-12, 1965-Central
Treaty Organization 1965

The Iranian Rescue Mission-Paul B. Ryan 1985
Offers a detailed account of the failed attempt to
rescue the American hostages in Iran in 1980,
and explains what tactical lessons were learned
from the failure

The National Union Catalogs, 1963-- 1964

Military Mission-United States 1944
Diplomacy and Murder in Tehran-Laurence
Kelly 2002
Report of the Congressional Committees
Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair-United
States. Congress. House. Select Committee to
Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran
1988

Index to the Correspondence of the Foreign
Office-Great Britain. Foreign Office 1969

Summary of World Broadcasts-British
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